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ABSTRACT: Mixtures of amphiphilic polymers and surfactants
are used in a wide range of applications, e.g., pharmaceuticals,
detergents, cosmetics, and drug delivery systems. Still, many
questions remain on how the structure and, in particular, the
kinetics of block copolymer micelles are affected in the presence of
surfactants and what controls the solubilization kinetics. In this
work, we have studied the stability and solubilization kinetics of
block copolymer micelles upon the addition of the surfactant
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) using small-angle X-ray/neutron
scattering. The ability of the surfactant to dissolve polymer micelles
or form mixed micelles has been investigated using two types of
amphiphilic polymers, poly(ethylene-alt-propylene)−poly-
(ethylene oxide) (PEP1-PEO20) and n-alkyl-functionalized PEO (C28-PEO5). The exchange kinetics of C28-PEO5 micelles are
in the order of hours, while PEP1-PEO20 micelles are known to be frozen on a practical timescale. In this work, we show that the
addition of SDS to PEP1-PEO20 provides virtually no solubilization, even after an extended period of time. However, upon adding
SDS to C28-PEO5 micelles, we observe micellar dissolution and formation of mixed micelles occurring on the timescale of hours.
Using a coexistence model of mixed and neat micelles, the SAXS data were analyzed to provide detailed structural parameters over
time. First, we observe a fast fragmentation/fission step followed by a slow reorganization process. The latter process is essentially
independent of concentration at low volume fraction but is greatly accelerated at larger concentrations. This might indicate a
crossover from a predominance of molecular exchange to fusion/fission processes.

■ INTRODUCTION
The self-assembly of amphiphilic molecules is a highly abundant
phenomenon occurring in complex structures like biological
membranes as well as commercial systems, such as detergents
and food products. In applications using polymer micelles,
surfactants are generally present, and applications of polymer−
surfactant mixtures can be found, e.g., in pharmaceutical
products, detergents, paints, coatings, and cosmetic prod-
ucts.1−6 With the mentioned applications and fundamental
research areas in mind, an interesting question arises; when
polymer micelles and surfactants mix, what are the emerging
properties of the mixed system, and which properties are
inherited? Previous research on polymer−surfactant interac-
tions have been mostly dedicated to finding the final aggregation
state of the mixed micelles, using static and dynamic light
scattering,1,7−9 calorimetry,1,8,10,11 selective surfactant mem-
brane electrodes,11 static and dynamical NMR,9,12 sedimenta-
tion rates,13 fluorescence spectroscopy,12 small-angle neutron
scattering,8 and small-angle X-ray scattering,9 where the latter
has proven to provide the most detailed structural information.
A review over the field of polymer−surfactant mixtures was
presented by Sastry et al.6 It is generally reported that mixed
micelles of amphiphilic block copolymers and surfactants
become progressively smaller with increasing amounts of

surfactants.1,9−11,14−18 However, the results vary,19 and in
some cases, even larger micelles are formed.9,13,14,20,21 Extensive
studies on Pluronic (PEO-poly(propylene oxide)(PPO)-PEO)
triblock copolymers mixed with sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)
and hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) suggest
that there are three types of structures formed depending on the
amount of surfactant.1,9,10 In the low-surfactant regime, the
surfactants are inserted into the core, but little structural change
is observed. In the intermediate concentration regime, the
polymer micelles start to break down, and both polymer micelles
and single-polymer chains (unimers) surrounded by surfactants
exist. In the high-surfactant regime, only unimers surrounded by
surfactants are observed. Mechanistic studies have also been
performed on Pluronic micelles and bile salts, which show that
depending on the hydrophobicity of the core and the
concentration of bile salt, the Pluronic micelles are broken.15−17
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It is important to note that PPO in Pluronic micelles is not as
strongly segregated as pure hydrocarbons such as PEP or PEE
because of a lower interfacial tension with water, resulting, e.g.,
in smaller aggregation numbers and faster exchange kinetics.
This may also have an effect on the formation of mixed
surfactant/block copolymer micelles.
It is well known that the surfactant can alter the structure of

the polymer micelles. However, there is a lack of studies
addressing the kinetic pathways and the structural evolution
over time. Central questions are: what processes control the
solubilization kinetics, and how is the exchange kinetics affected
by the presence of surfactants? Surfactant micelles are known to
exchange molecules, i.e., chain exchange, on a timescale of
submicroseconds,22−24 while amphiphilic block copolymers
with long hydrophobic blocks have much slower chain
exchange.25−28 It is known that cosolvents, which lower the
interfacial tension between the hydrophobic block and the
solvent, accelerate the process of unimer exchange in micellar
systems.25,26 An interesting question is whether surfactants may
show a similar effect by lowering the barrier for exchange.
Understanding the solubilization kinetics may provide knowl-
edge of the stability of polymeric micelles and answer why some
micelles grow into larger micelles upon the addition of
surfactant, whereas some break down into smaller mixed
micelles. A study using fluorescence spectroscopy to probe the
exchange kinetics of polymer−surfactant mixtures by van Stam
et al.29 found that the rate of unimer exchange is accelerated by
surfactants to the same extent as with cosolvents. Schantz et al.30

used time-resolved SANS (TR-SANS) to deduce acceleration of
the polymer chain exchange in a PEE-PEO system in the
presence of surfactants and suggested that this occurs through
fusion/fission processes and not by unimer chain exchange that
is normally the dominating mechanism.25−28,31 Hecht et al.32

studied the relaxation rate by light scattering in a system of
Pluronic micelles and SDS or DTAB (dodecyltrimethylammo-
nium bromide) and found that the fast relaxation constant can
be ascribed to unimer exchange which increases at elevated
surfactant concentrations. To the best of our knowledge, only
two studies have explored the solubilization kinetics of
amphiphilic polymeric micelles through the addition of a
surfactant. Cerritelli et al.33 used fluorescence spectroscopy and
turbidity measurements to investigate di- and triblock
copolymers of the type poly(ethylene oxide)−bl-poly-
(propylene sulfide) (PEO-PPS), which forms mixtures of
micelles and rods, upon the addition of a nonionic surfactant,
Triton X-100. These authors found first-order kinetics with
respect to the surfactant concentrations. They suggest that only
single surfactants and not micelles interact with the polymer
structures based on the observation that the rate of break down
drastically leveled off at the critical micelle concentration (cmc).
They also found that the solubilization rate is faster for more
hydrophobic polymers, which was explained in terms of an
enhanced driving force for insertion. Cantu ́ et al.14 investigated
the formation of mixed micelles by time-resolved light scattering
measurements of mixtures of Triton X-100 and sodium cholate
and two biological amphiphiles. The obtained intensity was
constant with time, which was interpreted in terms of the
formation of mixed micelles having already occurred before the
first measurements or being extremely slow. However, since all
these studies have been performed using techniques that do not
provide a nanostructural resolution, it is desirable to investigate
the hybridization kinetics using methods with suitable time and
length resolution.

Here, we apply small-angle X-ray/neutron scattering (SAXS/
SANS) to study the kinetic pathway of micellar solubilization.
Small-angle scattering (SAS) techniques allow for detailed
structural information between 1 and 100 nm34 and a time
resolution down to milliseconds,35 making it a very powerful
tool to investigate soft matter systems and their equilibrium and
nonequilibrium kinetics. The aim of the present contribution is
to quantify the controlling parameters for fast and slow
solubilization and determine the mechanistic steps of the
process. The model system used consists of SDS and two block
copolymers with different lengths of the blocks and both make
star-like micelles: the n-alkyl-poly(ethylene oxide) polymer, C28-
PEO5, and poly(ethylene-alt-propylene)−poly(ethylene oxide),
PEP1-PEO20. Both block copolymers have been extensively
studied,25−27,36−43 showing that PEP1-PEO20 exhibits frozen
molecular exchange kinetics25,26 that can only be activated by
adding dimethylformamide (DMF) as a cosolvent to lower the
interfacial tension.26 n-Alkyl-PEO polymers are structural
hybrids between nonionic surfactants and block copolymers.
In water, they form well-defined micelles with a fully segregated
n-alkyl core. Because of the short hydrophobic block, the
micelles show active chain exchange kinetics. Therefore, these
micelles can be considered as “living micelles” in contrast to
PEP-PEO in water. For example, the characteristic times for the
exchange of C28-PEO5 are in the order of 1−10 h, depending on
temperature.41 Hence, comparing the two systems, PEP-PEO
and C28-PEO5, will provide an insight into the role of molecular
chain exchange for the formation of mixed micellar systems.
Moreover, we will investigate whether surfactants affect the
dynamics of block copolymer micelles in a similar way as
cosolvents by lowering the surface tension. Here, we address
these questions using SAXS, which allows us to monitor the
structural evolution over time. Moreover, SANS techniques are
employed to specifically detect possible molecular exchange
induced by surfactants.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Polymers and Sample Preparation. The polymers hPEP1-

hPEO20, dPEP1-dPEO20, and C28-PEO5 used in this study were
identical with those already investigated earlier.21,32,35,36 A two-step
synthesis was applied for the preparation of the PEP-PEO polymers as
described in detail in ref 32. In a first step, polyisoprene was
polymerized bearing a hydroxy group in the terminal position: hPI-
OH. The hPI-OH polymer was subsequently saturated with hydrogen
using a Pd/BaSO4 catalyst. In a second step, the resulting hPEP-OH
polymer was reacted with potassium naphthalenide to produce the
macroinitiator PEP-O−K+ which was then used for the anionic
polymerization of ethylene oxide (EO). The deuterated block
copolymer was similarly prepared using d-isoprene, d-EO, and
deuterium for the synthesis. The two polymers were produced such
that they match in molecular volumes/chain length as an important
prerequisite for studying chain exchange kinetics by SANS employing
the kinetic zero average contrast (KZAC) technique (see the
description later). C28-PEO5 was synthesized in one step by ring-
opening polymerization of ethylene oxide using a mixture of 1-
octacosanol/potassium 1-octacosanolate as initiator. Exact polymer-
ization conditions can be found in ref 35. All polymers were
characterized by size exclusion chromatography and for the proteated
polymers in addition to 1H NMR. A summary of the polymer
characteristics is given in Table 1. SDS and D2O were bought from
Sigma-Aldrich and used as received.

Mixtures of PEP1-PEO20 and SDS were prepared by making stock
solutions with Millipore water into 10 mg/mL PEP1-PEO20 according
to a previously used protocol26 and mixing with the desired SDS
concentrations or D2O for the reference sample, respectively, giving a
final concentration of polymer of 5.00 mg/mL. For the data presented
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in the Results and Discussion section, the polymer was mixed with 4.66
and 2.33 mg/mL SDS, giving final concentrations of 2.33 and 1.17 mg/
mL, respectively.
Stock solutions with C28-PEO5 and surfactants of 20.0 and 10.0 mg/

mL were made withMillipore Q water and then diluted into the desired
concentrations.
The solutions for SANS experiments were made of 10.0 mg/mL

proteated and deuterated micelles using the procedure reported by
Lund et al.36 To match the contrast for the fully mixed proteated and
deuterated micelles, the solvent was made in a composition of 63 vol %
D2O and 37 vol % H2O, called zero average contrast (ZAC). In
addition, a solution of a blend-polymer consisting of a 50:50
combination of proteated and deuterated polymers as a reference for
the fully mixed state was made. Mixed micelles were formed by mixing
the polymer solutions with a constant volume fraction of 0.01 of PEP1-
PEO20 in the proteated and deuterated solutions, with a 4.66 mg/mL
SDS solution which was also prepared in ZAC. The solutions that
consist of proteated, deuterated, and a blended PEP1-PEO20 solution,
respectively, were mixed with the SDS solutions in a 1:1 ratio. The
mixed micellar solutions were set to equilibrate for 5 days at room
temperature before the start of the measurements. The proteated and
deuterated solutions were mixed with an identical volume fraction at
50:50 and inserted into the neutron beam at 20.0 °C within the first 3
min after mixing.
Small Angle X-ray Scattering. SAXS experiments of mixtures of

PEP1-PEO20 and SDS were performed at the BM29 bioSAXS
beamline44 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF)
in Grenoble, France. The data were obtained using an energy of 12.5
keV and a detector distance of 2.87 m, covering a Q range (Q = 4π sin
(θ/2)/λ), where θ is the scattering angle and λ is the X-ray wavelength)
of about 0.0047 to 0.5 Å−1. The data set was calibrated to an absolute
intensity scale using water as a primary standard, and 40 μL samples
were run through a capillary using the flow mode of the automated
sample changer.45 SAXS data were collected in 10 successive frames of
0.5 s each to monitor the radiation damage, and the data reduction was
done using the standard tools at BM29.44

SAXS experiments of mixtures of C28-PEO5 and SDS were
performed on the in-house Bruker SAXS at the Norwegian Centre
for X-ray Diffraction and the Scattering and Imaging REsource Centre
X-rays (RECX) lab. The data were obtained using a wavelength of 1.54
Å and a detector distance of 1.07 m, covering a Q range of about 0.009
to 0.29 Å−1; 1 mL of solutions was hand-mixed and inserted into the
sample cell at 20 °C in the Bruker SAXS instrument and repeatedly
measured for 1 h for 3 days.
Small-Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS). SANS experiments

were carried out at the JEEP-II reactor at Kjeller, Norway. The detector
was a 59 cm active diameter, 3He-filled RISØ type detector, mounted
on rails inside the evacuated detector chamber. The sample-detector
distance was varied between 1.0 and 3.4 m, and the wavelengths used
were 5.1 and 10.2 Å. For the data covering the whole accessibleQ range,
each scattering curve was composed of three independent measure-

ments, using different wavelength−distance combinations (5.1 Å/1.0
m, 5.1 Å/3.4m, and 10.2 Å/3.4m). The resulting overallQ range for the
experiment was 0.006−0.3 Å−1. For the study of time-dependent
effects, the instrument was put in the low Q range (Q = 0.006−0.015
Å−1), collecting intensity patterns at regular intervals. All the
measurements were normalized to the beam monitor counts (Mi) to
compensate for any possible variations in the incoming beam flux. The
scattering intensity profiles dΣ/dΩ(Q) were obtained by azimuthally
averaging the processed 2D images, which were normalized using direct
beam measurements with a calibrated attenuator.

■ THEORETICAL SECTION
Scattering Model for Coexisting Mixed and Free

Micelles. The SAXS data of the mixed micelle systems were
fitted on an absolute scale using a new structural model
consisting of contributions from mixed micelles (MM),
surfactant micelles (SM), and free surfactant chains (Sfree).
The total intensity, Σ

Ω
Q( )d

d total
, is given by:

ϕ ϕ ϕ

ϕ

Σ
Ω

=
+

+

+

Q
V

P Q
V

P Q

V
P Q

d
d

( ) ( ) ( )

( )

total

Pol SDSm

MM
MM

SDSs

SM
SM

SDSfree

sfree
Sfree

(1)

where ϕPol is the polymer volume fraction, and ϕSDSn = ϕSDSm +
ϕSDSs + ϕSDSfree is the total volume fraction of the surfactant.
VMM, VSM, and VSfree are the volumes of the mixed micelles, the
surfactant micelles, and the free chains, respectively. PSM(Q),
PSfree(Q), and PMM(Q) are the form factor of surfactant micelles,
free surfactant chains, and mixed micelles, respectively. The
form factor for the mixed micelles is based on the form factor for
spherical core−shell micelles.39 In line with what is found for
pure block copolymer micelles,27,36,39 the mixed micelles are
envisioned with a water-free core consisting of the hydrophobic
block (C28 or PEP1) and the surfactant tail. On the outside, we
have two regions: a shell consisting of the SDS headgroups and a
corona consisting of the PEO chains. To quantify the amount of
SDS in the mixed micelles, = ϕ

ϕfSDSm
SDSm

SDSn
, the fraction of

SDS in mixed micelles relative to the total SDS volume fraction
is introduced. The aggregation number of the polymer is then
calculated by:

ϕ= · − ·N N f(1 )agg
p

agg SDSm SDSn (2)

Accordingly, the aggregation number of the surfactant is
calculated by:

ϕ= · ·N N fagg
s

agg SDSm SDS (3)

whereNagg is the total aggregation number of the micelles. Based
on this model, the volume and therefore the radius of the core
can be calculated by simple geometric considerations:

ϕ ϕ= · − · + ·V V f V f(1 ) ( )c c,Pol SDSm SDSn c,SDS SDSm SDSn (4)

i
k
jjjj

y
{
zzzzπ

=
·

R
V N3

4c
c agg

1/3

(5)

where Vc,Pol is the dry volume of the hydrophobic block of the
polymer, and Vc,SDS is the dry volume of the surfactant tail. The
scattering from the mixed micelles can then be divided up into
the scattering amplitudes, Ai(Q), for the core, the SDS
headgroups, and the PEO corona. Three terms arising from
the interference between the core−corona, the core−shell, and
the shell−corona weighted by the dry volume and the contrast

Table 1. Overview of theMolecularWeight of Polymer Block,
Mn, Repeat Unit and Surfactant Block, M, and the X-ray
Scattering Length Density of Polymers and Surfactant, ρ,
Used in the Experiments

polymer/
surfactant

Mn
[g/mol]

Mw/
Mn

d (20 °C)
[g/cm3]

M
[g/mol]

ρ (X-ray)
[cm−2]

h-PEO 21,900 1.04 1.20 44.04 1.11 × 1011

h-PEP 1100 1.06 0.840 70.13 8.13 × 1010

d-PEO 23,900 1.04 1.31 48.08
d-PEP 1400 1.06 0.906 94.39
C28PEO5 5000 1.03 0.907 393.8a 8.77 × 1010

SDS tail 0.794 169.3a 7.72 × 1010

SDS head 3.37 96.06a 3.03 × 1011

aMolecular weight of octacosyl, C28H57, SDS tail, C12H25, and head
group SO4

3−.
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are added to the intensity from the mixed micelle. The form
factor for mixed micelles is then given by:

ρ ρ
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ρ ρ

ρ ρ
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(6)

where Vi is the dry volume and i: the core (c), the shell (sh), and

the PEO corona (PEO). Δρ is the contrast between i and the

solvent, B(Q) is the blob scattering from the corona,39 and

=
ν+B(0) 1

1
, where ν is a parameter for the interaction between

the PEO chains in the corona. The amplitudes, Ai, of the core

and the PEO corona are given by eq 7, which are the same as for

the spherical core−shell model:39
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where r is the radius from the center of the micelle, Rc is the core
radius, Rm is the micelle radius, σ is a cutoff parameter due to the
final size of the PEO chains, σint is the core−corona smearing,
and C is a normalization constant which is given by eq 8.:

∫ π=
+

σ

∞ −

−( )
C

r r
r

4

1 exp
d

R r R
R

2 4/3

c m

m m (8)

The SDS headgroup shell is modeled as a hollow sphere
according to eq 9.

=
· + · −

−
· · −

σ
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(9)

where dRMM is the thickness of the SDS headgroup shell. The
amplitude from spheres with radius R is given by eq 10:

= · − · ·
·

A Q R
Q R Q R Q R

Q R
( , )

(3 sin( )) ( cos( ))
( )s 3 (10)

Accordingly, the amplitude from the inner edge of the shell is
given by inserting for Rc. The radius to the outer edge is given by
Rc + dRMM, where dRMM is the thickness of the SDS headgroup
shell. VSh = 4π/3[(R + dRMM)

3 − R3] is the volume of the outer
shell. To account for the interfacial smearing of the SDS
headgroup shell, a smearing parameter for the shell, σinto, was
introduced. The complete model then yields fit parameters for
aggregation number Nagg, radius of the micelle Rm, radius of
gyration Rg of the polymer chains in the corona, smearing of the
core−corona interface σint and outer SDS shell/corona interface
σinto, shell thickness dRMM, interaction parameter between the
chains in the corona ν, and cutoff parameter of the corona σ. For
pure SDSmicelles or the mixed micelles at later and equilibrated
stages, structure factor effects were present. This was accounted
for by multiplying the well-known expression for the Hayter
Penfold structure factor for screened electrostatic interaction to

the respective terms in eq 1. Finally, the finite spread in the
nominalQ of the instrument was accounted for by integrating eq
1 over the resolution function. Trial results showed that
including polydispersity in the aggregation number, which is
almost certainly present in the system, did not notably improve
the fit quality but rather caused more ambiguity and over-
parametrization. Consequently, this dispersity in size and
composition was ignored for simplicity and conciseness and
the fit parameters obtained must be regarded as average values.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
PEP1-PEO20 and SDS Mixtures. Figure 1a shows the

obtained SAXS scattering data at 20 °C from the 5.0 mg/mL

PEP1-PEO20 reservoir and a mixture of 5.00 mg/mL PEP1-
PEO20 and 1.16 mg/mL SDS in water. The molar ratio of SDS/
PEP1-PEO20, in this case, is 9.3. At low and intermediate Q, we
see only minor differences in intensity between the mixed
micelle and the pure PEP1-PEO20 polymer. Figure 1b shows
the scattering profile after 3 min, 1 h, and 5 days, respectively,

Figure 1. (a) SAXS scattering curves of 5.00mg/mLPEP1-PEO20with
core−shell model fit, and equilibrated mixture of 5.00 mg/mL PEP1-
PEO20 + 1.16mg/mL SDS, fitted with theMMmodel. The inset shows
the fit in the low Q region. (b) SAXS scattering curves of equilibrated
5.00 mg/mL PEP1-PEO20 mixed with 1.16 mg/mL SDS measured
after 3 min, 1 h, and 5 days after mixing, compared with the calculated
average. The scaling factor is (from calculated average and up) 1, 3, 15,
and 30. The inset in panel (b) shows the scattering curves on an
absolute scale.
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after mixing, compared with the calculated average. The
reference average scattering is obtained by measuring the
reservoirs at the same concentration separately and adding the
intensities, which gives the theoretical scattering if there were no
interactions or structural change. However, a small increase in
the intensity with respect to the calculated average is seen to be
present in the lowQ region of the scattering data obtained 3 min
after mixing (cf. inset in Figure 1b. The intensity in the low Q
region in the scattering profile after 1 h and 5 days is also slightly
larger than the calculated average, which indicates that themixed
micelles are larger than the initial PEP1-PEO20 micelles. In
addition, a small change of the scattering curve observed in the
intermediate Q region suggests a change in the core−corona
interface. This indicates an increase in the aggregation number,
either by a redistribution of polymer chains or insertion of SDS
into the polymer micelles. The data could be consistently fitted
by the mixed micelle model described in Determining the
Molecular Exchange Kinetics using TR-SANS and indicated that
that SDS is inserted into the PEP1-PEO20 micelles. However, it
is not clear whether PEP-PEO chains are redistributed and the
micelles are reorganized. Before coming back to the detailed
structure of the micelles, we present results from the exchange
kinetics of the mixed micelles.
To determine whether molecular exchange kinetics is active in

the presence of surfactants for the PEP1-PEO20 system, we
employed the kinetic zero average contrast (KZAC) SANS
technique.25,46 The method is based on mixing proteated (H)
and deuterated (D) micelles in an H2O/D2O mixture that
matches the average of the scattering length density of the two
micelles and measuring the time-dependent neutron intensity.
At time t = 0, the contrast and, consequently, the scattered
intensity are maximal but decrease as a function of time,
reflecting active unimer exchange between micelles. At t = ∞,
the labeled polymers are entirely redistributed between micelles
such that the contrast vanishes and the scattered intensity is at
minimum.25,26,31 Figure 2a shows a scattering curve measured at
20 °C of a 0.5 vol % PEP1-PEO20 solution containing 2.3 mg/
mL SDS 48 h after mixing equal amounts of D and H labeled
micellar reservoirs. In addition, a calculated average of the two
individual curves of H and Dmicelles is shown, representing the
initial scattering at t = 0. Figure 2a also shows the scattering data
for a randomized mixture of the two components. This profile
would appear if there was a complete mix in the system. As seen,
the scattering curve after 48 h falls on top of the calculated
average and does not approach the intensity of the randomized

mixture. This is also not the case after measuring an extended
period of time of 5 days. This becomes obvious from the
constant detector count shown in Figure 2b. Apparently,
polymer chain exchange does not take place, analogous to
pure PEP1-PEO20 micelles without SDS.
In a previous work, it was shown that dimethylformamide

(DMF) could activate the chain exchange in PEP1-PEO20
micelles, an effect that was attributed to the reduction of
interfacial tension between the hydrophobic polymer block and
the solvent.25,26 Clearly, from the experimental data in the
present work, the surfactant SDS does not give sufficient
reduction in the activation energy to activate unimer exchange
within 5 days. This is at odds with a previous finding by van Stam
et al.29 and Schantz et al.,30 who both found that the rate of
unimer exchange is accelerated by surfactants by the same extent
as with cosolvents. Hecht et al.32 studied the relaxation rate by
light scattering in a system of Pluronic micelles and SDS and
DTAB (dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide) and found that
the fast relaxation constant ascribed to the unimer exchange
increased with increasing surfactant concentration. However,
given that the cores in Pluronic micelles contain a significant
amount of water47 due to the marginally hydrophobic
poly(propylene oxide) (PPO) block, which is not surprising.
It is probable that the molecular weight and surface tension of
the PEP hydrophobic block in the present case are too large to
be able to be effectively solubilized by the surfactant.
Our results suggest that PEP1-PEO20 polymer chains are not

redistributed among the micelles; however, the small change in
intensity observed in Figure 1 is due to the insertion of SDS
surfactants. More insight can be obtained by a detailed analysis
of the SAXS data by the mixed micelle structural model. The
aggregation number of SDS after 5 days is concentration-
dependent and is 150 for 2.33mg/mL SDS and 125 for 1.67mg/
mL SDS. See additional data in Figure S.2 in the Supporting
Information (SI). This indicates that the surfactants are
incorporated into the PEP1-PEO20 micelles without activating
the chain exchange. For the initial structure after 3 min, we
additionally see from the inset in Figure 1b and the Supporting
Information that the fit of the MM model is poor in the low Q
region, especially for the low concentrations. We speculate that
the intensity increase in the initial state is due to an
inhomogeneous environment, where the micelles reorganize
into a homogenous state in a time period of less than 1 h. The
timescale here is surprising, as SDS exhibits molecular exchange
dynamics in the order of microseconds.22−24 In any case, the

Figure 2. (a) Scattering curve from SANS of 5.00 mg/mL h-PEP1-h-PEO20 and 2.33 mg/mL SDS mixed with 5.00 mg/mL d-PEP1-d-PEO20 and
2.33mg/mL SDS after 48 h. The figure also shows the calculated average as well as a randomizedmix of the two samples. (b) Total detector count over
5 days of the same mixture as displayed in (a).
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results from scattering experiments on the PEP1-PEO20 system
demonstrate that no major structural change takes place in the
PEP1-PEO20 micelles with the addition of SDS. From the fit
results, we see that the surfactants are simply inserted into the
polymeric micelles. The micelles keep their structural integrity,
where the aggregation number of the PEP1-PEO20 chains is
constant to 78, and the chain exchange is not activated, as shown
by SANS. The amount of surfactant inserted into the micelles
varied from 0 at the lower concentrations, up to a fraction of 0.75
at 3 min after mixing and 0.40 after 5 days.
SAXS Characterization of n-Alkyl-PEO Micelles upon

the Addition of SDS. In order to study the solubilization
further, we proceeded to investigate n-alkyl-PEO, belonging to
the group of hydrophobically end-capped polymers,39 which are
known to exhibit active molecular exchange kinetics in the order
of minutes to hours at ambient temperatures.27 As described
previously, we have used C28-PEO5, where the concentration
was kept constant at 5.00 mg/mL, and the SDS concentrations
were 1.67, 2.50, 3.75, 4.5, and 5.00 mg/mL. These
concentrations were based on comparative molar volumes and
molar ratios with the PEP1-PEO20 and SDS systems, where the
2.5 mg/mL concentration of SDS corresponds to a molar ratio
of SDS/C28-PEO5 of 9.3. An important note here is that the cmc
of SDS is 8.0 mM,48 i.e., 2.3 mg/mL at 20 °C, and the kinetics
will be accordingly measured both above and below the cmc.
Figure 3a shows the SAXS data of unmixed C28-PEO5 as well as
a mixture of C28-PEO5 and SDS. Figure 3b shows the SAXS data
for 5.0 mg/mL C28-PEO5 at 69 h after mixing with various
amounts of SDS to a polymer concentration of 5.0 mg/mL. As
seen, the scattered intensity at low Q becomes progressively
smaller with increasing amounts of SDS, indicating that the
volume of the micelles is reduced. The obtained differences in
this system aremuch larger than what was seen for PEP1-PEO20
mixed with SDS.
In order to extract detailed structural information from the

scattering curves, the data were analyzed using the core−shell−

coronamodel introduced in the theoretical section. As seen from
the experimental results, the model can accurately describe the
data, providing detailed structural information as summarized in
Table 2. As suspected, the aggregation number of the polymer
(Nagg

p ) in the mixed micelles decreases with increasing SDS
addition, whereas that of the SDS ( f SDSm) follows the opposite
trend. This is in accordance with previous findings for
copolymer and surfactant mixtures.1,7−11,14−17

Interestingly, the relation between the PEO corona thickness,
D, and the aggregation number of the polymer, Nagg

p , follows the
predicted scaling law for star-like micelles by Halperin and
Alexander39,49 ∝D Nagg

p 1/5 as shown in Figure 4. This suggests

that in the mixed micelles with SDS, the PEO chain interactions
within the corona dominates following the behavior of star-like
micelles. However, SDS molecules clearly are inserted into the
interface and create more space between the grafted polymer
chains, relieving the interactions.

Kinetics of Solubilization: n-Alkyl-PEO/SDS Mixtures.
The C28PEO5/SDS mixtures were measured continuously over

Figure 3. (a) SAXS scattering curves of 5.00 mg/mL C28-PEO5 with core−shell model fit, and equilibrated mixture of 5.00 mg/mL C28-PEO5 + 3.75
mg/mL SDS, fitted with the newMMmodel. (b) SAXS scattering curves of equilibrated 5.00 mg/mL C28-PEO5mixed with various concentrations of
SDS. A clear trend toward smaller micelles with larger SDS concentration can be seen. The inset in (b) provides scaled scattering data to show the shift
to higher Q values with higher concentrations of SDS.

Table 2. Structural Parameters of the Pure PEP1-PEO20 Micelle and the Mixture with SDSa

micelle Nagg 3 min Nagg 5 days Nagg
p Rm [Å] 3 min Rm [Å] 5 days Rc [Å] 3 min Rc [Å] 5 days

PEP1-PEO20 78 ± 3 78 ± 3 78 ± 3 268 ± 6 268 ± 6 33 ± 1 33 ± 1
PEP1-PEO20 + 1.16 mg/mL SDS 258 ± 15 106 ± 14 78 ± 3 262 ± 6 277 ± 6 38 ± 1 35 ± 1
PEP1-PEO20 + 2.33 mg/mL SDS 253 ± 15 122 ± 14 78 ± 3 261 ± 6 280 ± 6 38 ± 1 35 ± 1

aThe large uncertainties in the aggregation number are due to the small size of the SDS molecules in comparison to the micelles. However, the
trend with larger micelle at the initial timepoint is clear.

Figure 4.Halperin plot of shell thickness D versus aggregation number
of the polymer Nagg

p for each measured mixture of C28-PEO5 and SDS
at various concentrations.
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69 h to observe the structural transition to smaller mixed
micelles in situ. Selected scattering data for various mixtures
obtained at different times are shown in Figure 5. See more
results in Figure S.4 in the Supporting Information.

The intensity at low Q values is seen to decrease gradually
over time. However, it is clear that we do not capture the very
first part of the solubilization within the instrumental timescale.
This gap increases with the SDS concentration, as the
solubilization process becomes faster. In order to analyze the
data more quantitatively, we first performed a model-
independent Guinier analysis to obtain the intensity at low Q,
I(0), and the radius of gyration, Rg, which are proportional to the
aggregation number and the overall size of the mixed micelles,
respectively. The results can be found in the Supporting
Information (Figure S.3). The resulting data show a decay in
intensity that can be described by two exponentials indicating
two main processes of rearrangement. However, as evident from
the scattering curves for SDS-rich mixtures, the data gradually
display a structure factor peak at longer times due to increasing
micellar density and intermicellar repulsions, such that a model-
independent Guinier fit is inappropriate. Thus, in order to
quantify the solubilization process more accurately, we
employed the mixed micelle scattering model where we varied
the aggregation number of the polymer (Nagg

p ) and the fraction
of SDS in the mixed micelles ( f SDSm) over time. An attempt to
include polydispersity in the aggregation number and
composition, as realistically expected, failed as it led to
increasing ambiguity in the fits due to the larger set of correlated
variables. Nevertheless, the resulting fit quality shown in Figure
5 is satisfactory, and the time evolution of the resulting
parameters are shown in Figure 6. Here, a kinetic model was
fitted to the structural parameters in order to analyze the time
evolution for Nagg

p and f SDSm. As a starting point, a single
exponential was employed; however, this could not capture the
whole range, particularly the fast decay at the beginning of the
process. Instead, a sum of two exponential functions was found
to describe the data perfectly, indicating a “fast” process and a
“slow” process:
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where Nagg
p (∞) is the aggregation number of the polymer in the

final state (shown in Table 3).Nagg
p (0) is the aggregation number

of the polymer in the initial state and was set to 95. This was
found by fitting SAXS data of C28-PEO5 with a core−shell
model, consistent with what was found earlier.35 f fast is the

Figure 5. SAXS scattering curves over time for 5.00 mg/mL C28-PEO5
mixed with (a) 1.67 mg/mL SDS, (b) 3.75 mg/mL SDS, and (c) 5.00
mg/mL SDS.

Figure 6. Evolution of the structural parameters on a logarithmic scale where C28-PEO5 was held constant at 5.00 mg/mL and SDS varied: (a) fraction
of SDS in the mixed micelles ( f SDSm) and (b) aggregation number of polymer (Nagg

p (t)) over time, fitted with the kinetic model.
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fraction of the fast process, τi (i = fast, slow) is the rate constant
for the fast and slow process, and β is a measure of the
distribution of the slow rate constant. The time evolution of
f SDSm can be similarly parameterized using the following
equation:
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where f SDSm(∞) is analogous to Nagg
p (∞) in the final structure.

The average relaxation time can then be calculated according to:
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where Γ is the gamma function. τfast cannot be resolved with this
time resolution and was thus set constant at an (arbitrary) value
of 1 s for all concentrations except the highest where the “fast”
and “slow” merged into one process. Constant values in the
fitting procedure wereNagg

p (0) = 95 (from fitting with the core−
shell model), and f SDSm(0) = 0. τfast was held constant at 1 for
both Nagg

p and f SDSm. An overview of the result of the fitting is

shown in Table 4. Figure 7 shows the plots for how the fraction
of the fast process and the rate constant for the slow process
depend on SDS concentration.
To obtain estimates of the uncertainty in the results, the

experiment was repeated three times for the mixture of 8.00 mg/
mL C28-PEO5 and 4.00 mg/mL SDS. Based on this, a standard
deviation was obtained which was used as an estimate of
uncertainty.
Unfortunately, the rate constant for the fast process could not

be resolved with this experimental setup, and τfast has been set
constant to 1 in the fitting procedure of the kinetic data. f fast was
found to be 1 for 5.00 mg/mL SDS for both f SDSm andNagg

p . Both
parameters could be fitted with a single exponential at this
concentration, and the given rate constant is that of the single
exponential. This could either be because we are not able to
resolve the two different processes or because another process is
occurring at this high SDS concentration. The data also clearly
show that the fraction of the fast process increases nearly linearly
with concentration before the two processes merge into one at
the highest SDS content. Furthermore, the rate of the slow
process is greatly accelerated, indicating that the barrier for
molecular rearrangement processes is greatly reduced upon
adding surfactants.
These results suggest that the “fast” process corresponds to a

fast “solubilization” step where surfactant molecules are inserted

Table 3. Fit Results of Equilibrated Mixed Micelles of 5.00 mg/mL C28-PEO5 and Various Concentrations of SDS

SDS [mg/mL] Nagg Nagg
p Rm [Å] Rc [Å] D [Å] f SDSm

1.67 66 ± 3 12.8 ± 0.6 92 ± 4 19 ± 1 73 ± 4 0.96 ± 0.02
2.50 45 ± 3 7.1 ± 0.5 84 ± 4 17 ± 1 67 ± 4 0.96 ± 0.02
3.75 42 ± 3 3.1 ± 0.2 71 ± 4 16 ± 1 55 ± 4 1.00 ± 0.02
4.50 38 ± 3 2.3 ± 0.2 66 ± 4 15 ± 1 51 ± 4 1.00 ± 0.02
5.00 28 ± 3 1.6 ± 0.2 62 ± 4 14 ± 1 48 ± 4 1.00 ± 0.02

Table 4. Overview of Fitting Parameters in the Kinetic Model for Nagg
p and f SDSm. The Concentration of C28-PEO5 Was Kept

Constant at 5.00 mg/mLa

Nagg
p f SDSm

SDS [mg/mL] Nagg
p (∞) (fixed) f fast τslow

m [s]/102 β f SDSm(∞) (fixed) f fast τslow
m [s]/102 βfSDSm

1.67 12.8 ± 0.6 0.10 ± 0.01 49 ± 3 0.73 0.96 ± 0.02 0.21 ± 0.01 50 ± 3 0.80
2.50 7.1 ± 0.5 0.40 ± 0.02 45 ± 3 0.79 0.96 ± 0.02 0.39 ± 0.02 49 ± 3 0.83
3.75 3.1 ± 0.2 0.82 ± 0.04 35 ± 2 1 1.00 ± 0.02 0.80 ± 0.05 35 ± 2 1
4.50 2.3 ± 0.2 0.88 ± 0.04 26 ± 2 1 1.00 ± 0.02 0.84 ± 0.05 25 ± 2 1
5.00 1.6 ± 0.2 1.00 ± 0.05 2.8 ± 0.2a 0.70 1.00 ± 0.02 1.00 ± 0.05 5.3 ± 0.3a 1

aMerged process.

Figure 7. (a) Fraction of the fast process. (b) Obtained rate constant for the second process for a constant concentration of 5.00 mg/mL C28-PEO5
mixed with various concentrations of SDS. A trend line is added to emphasize the trends with SDS concentration.
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and fragment parts of the polymer micelle, i.e., in a fission/
fragmentation step. The much slower (10−20-fold) second

process may be due to structural rearrangements where the
polymer chains are exchanged in a gradual equilibration process.

Figure 8. SAXS scattering curves of (a) 3.75 mg/mLC28-PEO5 and 1.88 mg/mL SDS and (b) 10.0 mg/mLC28-PEO5 and 5.00mg/mL SDS at 20 °C.

Figure 9. Evolution of the structural parameters on a logarithmic time scale where the molar ratio SDS/C28-PEO5 was held constant at 9.3. The
concentration of C28-PEO5 is the double of the given concentrations of SDS. (a) Fraction of SDS in the mixed micelles ( f SDSm) and (b) aggregation
number of polymer (Nagg

p (t)) over time, fitted with the kinetic model.

Table 5. Overview of Fitting Parameters in the Kinetic Model forNagg
p and f SDSm. The Total Concentration Consists of both SDS

and C28-PEO5, Where the Concentration of C28-PEO5 Is Twice the Concentration of SDS

Nagg
p f SDSm

total conc. [mg/mL] Nagg
p (∞) (fixed) f fast τslow

m [s]/102 β f SDSm(∞) (fixed) f fast τslow
m [s]/102 βfSDSm

3.75 11.4 ± 0.6 0.37 ± 0.02 43 ± 3 0.96 0.88 ± 0.02 0.34 ± 0.02 50 ± 3 0.92
5.63 6.9 ± 0.5 0.40 ± 0.02 44 ± 3 0.96 0.89 ± 0.02 0.33 ± 0.02 52 ± 3 0.95
7.50 7.1 ± 0.5 0.41 ± 0.02 46 ± 3 0.79 0.96 ± 0.02 0.39 ± 0.02 49 ± 3 0.83
12.0 5.3 ± 0.3 0.72 ± 0.04 40 ± 3 1 0.97 ± 0.02 0.73 ± 0.04 40 ± 3 1
15.0 3.6 ± 0.2 0.84 ± 0.05 16 ± 1 1 1.00 ± 0.02 0.80 ± 0.05 15 ± 1 1

Figure 10. (a) Fraction of the fast process (b) Obtained rate constant for the second process for a constant ratio of SDS to C28-PEO5 of 9.3, where the
total concentration is varied.
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This bears similarity to morphological transitions in PEP-PEO
micelles38 and other block copolymers systems. In the present
system, the micellar corona becomes diluted, i.e., as surfactant
molecules are inserted and the polymer grafting density
decreases over time. This might lead to an increased occurrence
of fusion events. Thus, in order to further investigate the process,
we performed a new set of experiments where the total
concentration was varied. Selected scattering curves (see more
in Figure S.5 in the Supporting Information) are shown in Figure
8 for SDS/C28-PEO5 mixtures fixed at a molar ratio of 9.3. The
same analysis as done before was applied, leading to a
satisfactory quality of the fit.
The obtained rate constants for the slow process and the

fraction of the fast process, according to the model described
above, are shown in Figure 9. Again, the rate constant for the fast
process was too fast to be resolved, and constant values in the
fitting procedure wereNagg

p (0) = 95 (from fitting with core−shell
model), f SDSm(0) = 0, and τfast = 1 for both Nagg

p and f SDSm. An
overview of the resulting fit parameters is given in Tables 4 and 5.
As can be seen in Figure 10, the data show a near constant f fast

at low concentrations for both f SDSm(t) and Nagg
p (t). Moreover,

the time constant for the slow process is also nearly constant in
this range. It is interesting to note that there is a clear difference
at low concentrations with respect to the case where the polymer
concentration was held fixed and the surfactant content varied
(Figure 7). At higher concentrations, the time constants merge
and quickly drop (Figure 10b). Interestingly, the breakpoint
happens at about 7 to 8 mg/mL in total concentration, which
coincides with the nominal cmc of the pure surfactant solution.
This may indicate that the accelerated kinetics is related to
increased cooperativity in the fragmentation process upon
crossing the cmc. Furthermore, the critical aggregation
concentration (cac) of SDS may be different to the cmc, as
there are also polymers present in the system. These results show
that the solubilization process is in fact a combination of two
processes, which is at odds with the findings by Cerritelli et al.,33

who found first-order kinetics with only monomers of the
surfactant interacting with the polymer micelles as the rate
leveled off near the cmc. In our study, we see a significant
acceleration for both concentration studies above the cmc,
indicating a fusion/fission mechanism between the surfactant
and polymer micelles.
Mechanism for Solubilization and Hybrid Micelle

Formation. The results presented in this study show that the
rate of solubilization is highly dependent on the length of the
core-forming block, where SDS does not solubilize PEP1-
PEO20 on a practical timescale, whereas it does solubilize C28-
PEO5 in the order of 5−10 h. The initial step is probably an
insertion of SDS into the core−corona interface, as deduced
from the results obtained on the PEP1-PEO20 system. The
driving force for insertion is most likely the entropy of mixing in
the system, as well as a decrease of the interfacial tension
between the hydrophobic block and the solvent. If the
hydrophobic block is too large, SDS is not capable of solubilizing
the micelle, and the system reorganizes into mixed micelles. The
impact of the size of the hydrophobic core was also seen in other
copolymer/surfactant systems, such as for Pluronics and bile
salts. Here it was seen that micelles with larger hydrophobic
cores are not fully disintegrated, whereas micelles with smaller
hydrophobic cores are fully solubilized.15−17 A complicated
hydrophobic interaction between surfactants and micelles was
also reported by Wang et al.18 Using a double chain surfactant,
they found a stronger but more complicated interaction with the

micelles than with single chain surfactants. The used surfactant
does not completely break down Pluronic micelles with higher
PO/EO ratio (P123), but it completely breaks down F123 with
a smaller PO/EO ratio. For micelles with a shorter hydrophobic
block, the next step is a fast process, possibly involving a
fragmentation/fission step. The contribution from the fast
process increases linearly with higher amounts of SDS. It must
be pointed out that the fast rate constant could not be resolved
here, and it is, therefore, not possible to determine its
concentration dependence. Dormidontova et al.50 showed that
the free energy of fission is negative when Nagg(initial) >
2Nagg(eq) as the initial micelle can split into symmetrical
micelles in order to get to the equilibrium structure.Nagg

p (0) = 95
at the initial state of C28-PEO5, and Nagg

p (∞) was observed to
become more than half of that the initial state for the final state
when the amount of SDS was 2.5 mg/mL and higher. Based on
this reasoning, fission/fragmentation could be a possible
mechanism for the solubilization for 2.5 mg/mL SDS and
higher concentrations. It is interesting to note that the fraction of
the fast process is small at low surfactant concentrations, where
fusion/fission events are less likely to occur. This indicates a
surfactant-mediated fission/fragmentation process. Pool et al.51

performed a simulation of surfactant formation around the cmc
and reported that growing micelles could become unstable and
split into two similar-sized micelles. They report that this
phenomenon gives a significant contribution to the formation
mechanism of surfactant micelles in addition to the well-known
nucleation and growth mechanism.51 A possible mechanism for
the fast solubilization step found in the present study could be
that mixed micelles grow because SDS was inserted into the core
very rapidly, after the micelles become unstable and fragment
into smaller mixed micelles. Pizzirusso et al.52 have studied the
solubilization process of lipid bilayers by a coarse-grained model
simulation on liposomes with Triton X-100 (neutral) surfactant.
Even though the present study is performed on a quite different
system, some insight might be transferred to ours. The breakup
of the liposomes can occur by either a fast or a slow process,
explained by a three-step-model.52 The fast process occurs for
systems with the rapid flip-flop of the lipid chains. As flip-flop
does not occur in micellar systems, it is more reasonable to
examine the driving force for the slow process of solubilization
for lipids. When surfactants are inserted into the bilayer, they
demand space, and an unfavorable curvature emerges, which
causes the bilayers to break down. A similar process could
possibly occur in polymer systems as well. We showed in the
work performed on PEP1-PEO20 and SDS that the aggregation
number of the surfactant is higher in the initial state than the
final state, whichmeans that themajority of surfactant molecules
are inserted into the core very rapidly. Large electrostatic
repulsion between the surfactant heads could then occur due to
crowding in the core−shell interface of the micelles. The
repulsion between the surfactant heads can then drive the
micelle to initially swell and then break up and fragment into
smaller micelles, as long as the hydrophobic chain is not too
large. Another destabilizing mechanism is found in other
polymer systems; among them, Rayleigh instability is found in
PEP1-PEO20,38 where fluctuations in the surface cause the
structure to break down. A combination of Rayleigh instability
together with the effect seen in liposomes could thus be a
possibility because of the decreased surface tension by SDS in
the interface, which would cause more fluctuations in the core−
shell interface. However, the timescale of the fast process is
surprising, as Rayleigh instability occurs in the order of
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milliseconds to seconds. This would indicate a high activation
barrier in our system. A difference to the Rayleigh instability
found in PEP1-PEO2038 is that the latter was a cylindrical
system where fluctuations can more easily cause an unfavorable
curvature. The present system is spherical, which could be the
reason for the slow timescale of the process. However, as the
initial stages of solubilization was not captured by this
instrumental setup, we do not have sufficient information to
form conclusions regarding this question.
Here, the slow process is reported to be independent of

concentration up to a certain concentration threshold, which
seems to correlate with the cmc of pure SDS. This result
indicates that chain exchange is the main mechanism at low
concentrations. This result is in accordance with previous
research on hybridization of different block copolymer micelles
by Tian et al.19 and previous work on PEP-PEO systems.38 At
higher surfactant concentrations, we see a concentration
dependence, indicating that fusion/fission occursin accord-
ance with the work by Schantz et al.30as the main mechanism
to formmonodisperse and homogeneous micelles. One possible
explanation for the small fraction of the slow process (large
fraction for the fast process) for high SDS concentrations is that
the polymer micelles break down into smaller and more uniform
micelles in the first step, reducing the need for a reorganization
step.
Overall, based on the results from the present study, we

postulate that the steps of solubilization of polymeric micelles
can be schematically illustrated as in Figure 11, where the two
concentration regimes indicated are based on the increasing
fraction of the fast process.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In the present work, we have used a coexistence model for mixed
micelles, surfactant micelles, and free surfactant chains to
analyze the formation of mixed micelles over time after the
addition of a surfactant to the solutions of polymer micelles. We
found that for the polymer micelles, i.e., the PEP1-PEO20
system investigated in this work, solubilization with SDS was not
found to occur for the SDS concentrations and timescale
explored (5 days). This is likely due to the high interfacial
tension and length of the hydrophobic block. For hybrid
micelles, i.e., C28-PEO5, mixed micelles with SDS were formed
over the timescale of 5−10 h depending on the SDS
concentration. The break down process was analyzed with a
kinetic model containing two exponential functions and hence
found to be a combination of two processes. The first process
was found to be a fast solubilization process, which is highly
dependent on concentration. Above the cmc, this step is the
dominating process and is likely to be an insertion/fusion−

fission step. The second process is a reorganization step, which
at low concentrations of SDS is mostly mediated by unimer
exchange, while at higher concentrations, it is a fusion/fission
mechanism. Notwithstanding these results, more work would be
needed to unravel the specific mechanism of the initial stages of
the solubilization process. This may be achieved using TR-
SAXS, which requires synchrotron radiation and a stopped-flow
apparatus for rapid mixing.
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